Dear students, friends and colleagues,

You are warmly invited to attend the second "Heritage and Archaeology Diwan" a round-table event designed to increase awareness of research on the archaeology and heritage practice in Jordan organized jointly by the CBRL, the GJU, the GPIA, the IFPO.

With the kind support of the Jordan Department of Antiquities, the Gerda Henkel Stiftung and the French Institute of Near East

The third "Heritage and Archaeology Diwan" is going to take place
At Al-Hussein Bin Talal University, Petra College for Tourism and Archaeology, Wadi Musa
On Jun 26th, 2019
At Council for British Research in the Levant, Amman
On Jun 27th, 2019

~

Program (26/06) from 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM
Al-Hussein Bin Talal University, Petra College for Tourism and Archaeology, Wadi Musa

10:00 – 10:10 Welcome word from Dr. Prof. Najib ABOU KARAKI

10:10 – 10:20 Introduction by Dr. Soizik Bechetoille and Dr. Zeyad Al Salameen

10:20 – 10:30 Presentation of the Conservation, museum, tourism and site valorization panel
Chair Dr. Sami Hasanat

10:30 – 10:40 Bushra Nabas (Department of Antiquities)
"Adaptive Reuse of Uncomfortable Heritage in Jordan - Lessons from the European Experience"

10:40 – 10:50 Enas Qasem (Department of Antiquities)
Protecting Shelters for Mosaic Pavements in Madaba

10:50 – 11:00 Franco Sciorilli
Emergency Intervention in the Archaeological Area of the Burnt Palace "MRAMP Project"

11:00 – 11:30 question/answer

Tea/Coffee Break

11:50-12:00 Shatha S. Mubaideen (Department of Antiquities)
Karak Archaeological Museum: From Planning to Opening

12:00-12:10 Dr Fawzi Abudanah (Al-Hussein Bin Talal University)
Lifestyle and heritage: creating new heritage or losing the older one?

12:10 – 12:20 Eslam Dawodieh (ACOR internship)
Between the past and the present: the lost brick

12:20 – 12:50 question/answer

Lunch Break